
It has been said there is a “sea of energy”. I do not know who said this but it has also been said that 
electric circuits can be described in fluid or plumbing terms such as “current”, “flow” and "path" in a 
circuit or to “fill” or "drain" battery or capacitor along with “positive” and “negative” currents in a 
circuit. I do not know who said these things either. But there clearly are observable electron, magnetic 
and gravitational forces at work that certainly do demonstrate characteristics that are very similar to 
fluid dynamics.

And one very interesting aspect of this relationship just occurred to me this morning...

Please bear with me as I tell a little bit about my attempts to explore alternative energy and other 
possibilities such as resonant energy and anti-gravity systems.

It was something like 20+ years ago that I heard some guy on the Art Bell show discussing something 
called “coral castle code” and he had discovered the "key" regarding how a single man had managed to 
move and assemble large masses of coral to build his castle in Florida.

And he has a web site dedicated to this key which he referred to as “dual magnetic currents”.

http://www.coralcastlecode.com/

So; I visited the web site and discovered lots of very interesting stuff including all kinds of geometric 
patterns and also some videos depicting some very interesting phenomena I had never seen before. This
was described as “Planetary Gears” in which he had apparently studied Ed Leedskalnin's magnetic 
wheel and had fabricated some type of magnet 'pump' that was driving these planetary gears which 
were merely armatures from shaded pole induction motors that had permanent magnets on them and he 
had set them up on top of inverted glass bowls. And there were DOZENS of these things all spinning in
a synchronized manner. I had never seen anything like this before and this was VERY intriguing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2W_ZXWqKDQ

So I TRIED to learn a few things about this and I explored the site I did discover an image of his 
prototype 'pump' that did resemble Ed's magnetic wheel from coral castle but after awhile; many of 
these revealing images had disappeared from the site and I became frustrated because apparently; he 
had decided to actually keep this a secret by NOT simply explaining what he had built. And he had 
created a “secret society” section of his web site where only the privileged few could enter and the 
privilege would only granted if you demonstrated that you actually understood the 'secret' before you 
could see his goodies such as how he constructed and wired his device that drives the gears... :p

And as the years have passed, it appears the secret section is now gone or relocated for those privileged
few who impressed him enough to be allowed in.

Now his web site just has mostly the same stuff of LOTS of depictions of the dual currents and all the 
cool geometric patterns derived from what I assume is basically Marko Rodin math or what I have 
come to know as “Vortex Physics”.

And yes, along came others such as Marko Rodin and his “Rodin Math” at which point I started 
discovering other such things as “Rodin Coils” which appear to be the exact thing I was looking for 
that would in fact drive Jon's planetary gears and was ultimately described as a “Flux thruster atom 
pulsar electrical venturi space-time implosion field generator coil". :p

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2W_ZXWqKDQ
http://www.coralcastlecode.com/


This looked really interesting and I have considered fabricating one of these things and there is even a 
nice TED talk about this entire field of study as presented by Randy Powell here-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhBymLCRIU8

Which brings me closer to the present.

I have been lazily paying attention to all these possibilities on and off for many years now. And I have 
conducted a few hobby experiments here and there with devices I have built from instructions as well 
as a few kits being offered at various places. And of course, without true knowledge of how these 
devices should tuned and no clear instructions for tuning or what this might actually look like on a 
scope; I have only had limited success because it seems like a trend that is going on even now.

Just like coral castle code site where they say: “Here is the secret in plain view but we won't provide 
anything truly comprehensive such as a “Radio Shack electronics kit" that ACTUALLY demonstrates 
some of these principles we keep talking about. It's all just a big mystery or secret and those in the 
know want to sell stuff without ever explaining how it may actually work or provide comprehensive 
instructions for the "experiment"...

Yes, I have my pulse motors that seem to do demonstrate some interesting things but these were always
offered as “proof of concept” as if some thing is MISSING and it clearly is... Cool devices but not very 
useful. :p

And I even tried to follow an OU.com thread exploring the possibilities of the RomeroUK pulsed 
motor which is also along the same lines as the Muller motor and I do believe this could be a resonant 
system and I was even very interested to see Zero Fossil fuel involved and seeming to indicate he was 
“unlocking the Muller motor secrets” and he APPEARED to be diligently pursuing this and even began
building a larger version.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoXZHdiMCKE

But then; he just STOPPED the experiment for unknown reason. He sold his prototype and parts and 
then it seemed to appear as if he may actually be a disinformation agent now conducting all kinds of 
other experiments and nothing seems to work for him... So; I have no idea what is actually going on 
THERE... :p

Then I discovered the experimental kits at Quanta Magnetics which are constructed a lot like the 
Muller motor and I built a couple of those but never really got very far with those experiments either. 
And there was even some controversy when one of the kits had been depicted to be running on 
capacitors alone only to discover much later; there was a hidden battery that was apparently not shown 
or discussed in the original video which is now missing after I started asking Mike some hard questions
about this... I hold no harm as this merely is an experiment but; he does seem to present a lot of stuff in 
his videos without ever really saying anything and even now; I and others have asked some questions 
about device performance and it appears these questions are ignored.... :p

So; back to fluid dynamics and electrical plumbing...

I truly believe that a standing wave, resonant system is the “key” I have been trying to figure out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoXZHdiMCKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhBymLCRIU8


And I believe it is possible to obtain this in many ways including motor/generators, hydraulics and 
ultimately solid state systems which is what I desire to learn more about.

Thank you very much to Chris who, like me, became fed up with all the disinformation agents and 
trolls and decided to create his own green forum here. Yay! :)

I see systems like the Muller motor, Kapanadze device, QEG, TPU, Sundance Generator and many 
others and this list seems to be endless. And believe that most of these are resonant systems of some 
type or at the very least, are somehow related to something known as “Vortex Physics” therefore this 
MUST be a VERY important science that cannot be ignored and just TODAY, it occurred to me what 
Mark Rodin meant by “Flux thruster atom pulsar electrical venturi space-time implosion field generator
coil”.

Fluid dynamics DOES apply!

In my studies (which includes 5 weeks of intensive vocational training in aircraft hydraulic systems) 
one of the experiments I built was in pursuit of a “water spark plug”.
This included Aaron Murakami's “ignition secrets” and other science such as “Arc-liberated chemical 
energy (from water) exceeds electrical input energy”.

http://rodscontracts.com/docs/Cambridge_MIT_Energy_From_Water.pdf

The science of this is all about delivering the SAME energy FASTER for a greater effect and yes 
indeed, with a few minor modifications to any engine ignition system it actually is possible to obtain a 
much GREATER effect with the SAME energy so engine can run much leaner or even on other fuels 
possibility including water or a mix of fuel and water.

And once again, this can be described in terms of fluid dynamics such as “Water Hammer”.

If I use a garden hose to deliver 30 gallons (240 pounds) of water against the wall over time; no 
damage will occur. BUT if I deliver that entire 240 pounds of water much FASTER then; I may 
completely DESTROY the wall merely depending on how FAST I deliver that mass of water.

So, what does all this have to with Marko Rodin's Flux thruster atom pulsar electrical venturi space-
time implosion field generator coil?

Look at the words he used including “Venturi”, “Pulsar”, “Thruster” and "Implosion" This device IS 
the PUMP that is acting EXACTLY like a venturi pump acts in fluid dynamics. It can ACCELERATE 
the energy and deliver it faster also "suck" more energy into the system much like a jet pump does.

It creates a vortex of spinning energy that, just a venturi-jet pump we might use to pump water, it 
pumps energy. As energy is pumped THROUGH the device, additional energy is “Sucked” in. Yay!

Therefore; I believe this forum REALLY needs to include this thread of “Vortex Physics”.

And here are just a few images related to this entire field of scientific study.

http://rodscontracts.com/images/misc/VortexPhysics/220px-Magnetic_rope.svg.png

http://rodscontracts.com/images/misc/VortexPhysics/220px-Magnetic_rope.svg.png
http://rodscontracts.com/docs/Cambridge_MIT_Energy_From_Water.pdf


http://rodscontracts.com/images/misc/VortexPhysics/c42fbb54120b49874c60757eecad5245.jpg

http://rodscontracts.com/images/misc/VortexPhysics/enneagramvortex.jpg

http://rodscontracts.com/images/misc/VortexPhysics/fluidjetworks.jpg

http://rodscontracts.com/images/misc/VortexPhysics/magicsolfeggiosquaresdone45-2.jpg~original.jpeg

http://rodscontracts.com/images/misc/VortexPhysics/toroid_color.jpg~original.jpeg

http://rodscontracts.com/images/misc/VortexPhysics/torussideview.jpg

http://rodscontracts.com/images/misc/VortexPhysics/unfinished1.jpg

http://rodscontracts.com/images/misc/VortexPhysics/vortexmath1.jpg

http://rodscontracts.com/images/misc/VortexPhysics/fingerprint-of-god-vortex-math.gif 

And one last link-

http://vbm.isteaching.com/

Kindest regards;

}:>
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